We comment on the proposed measurement of the spin-depolarisation parameter D nn in the strangeness-exchange reactionpp → ΛΛ. It is shown that the existing data on the correlation coefficients C ij limit the range allowed for D nn .
There is a renewed interest in the strangeness-exchange reactionpp → ΛΛ, due to the results of PS185 collaboration at CERN, which has measured the cross-section σ, the angular distribution I 0 (ϑ cm ), polarisation P (ϑ cm ), and correlation coefficients C ij (ϑ cm ), at various energies [1] . Here ϑ cm is the angle of Λ with respect top in the centre-of-mass frame. Some of these data [2] are reminded in Fig. 1 , at two selected momenta. So far, the spin measurements are given for free, thanks to the intrinsic asymmetry in the decay of Λ or Λ. The experimental investigation will be resumed using a transversely-polarised proton target [3] , giving access to new observables, in particular the depolarisation D nn and spin-transfer K nn coefficients, not to mention quantities involving more than two spins. The D nn and K nn parameters measure by how much the transverse polarisation of the proton target modifies the transverse polarisation of the outcoming Λ and Λ, respectively.
As for the theory ofpp → ΛΛ, there are many interesting contributions, of which we shall only give a brief survey, before focusing on those where depolarisation and spin-transfer are discussed. A comprehensive bibliography can be found in Refs. [1, 4] . There are two main approaches. The first one relies on the exchange of strange mesons K, K * , etc. In the second one, the flavour-exchange process is described at the quark level: aūu pair annihilates and ass pair is created. In both cases, one should account for the strong absorption in the initial and final states. Although these two pictures are not necessarily conflicting, one would like to single out the most efficient and the most realistic one. From the now copious literature on the subject, one gets the impression that the result of the competition is a tie, as both Yukawa-type and quark-inspired models claim to fit the PS185 data reasonably well.
In Ref. [4] , Holinde et al. studied to which extent new observables would help differentiate between the various models. Among their conclusions, they insist on the role of D nn for testing the underlying dynamics. Models with strange-meson exchange, and models withss-pair creation give different predictions. The former ones have D nn not far from its lower bound −1, while the latter produce positive or slightly negative values, i.e., a less pronounced effect (remember that D nn = 1 in absence of spin-dependent forces).
The analysis of Ref. [4] might be understood as follows. Current quark models impose constraints on the partial wave in which the uū pair annihilates and the ss one is created. This is translated into correlations between the outcoming hadrons, and presumably on the incoming particles (in the event where both beam and target could be polarised), but the spin wave-function tends to flow unchanged during the reaction. On the other hand, the vertex linking a pseudoscalar meson to a baryon line favours spin-flip transitions. In the charge-exchange reactionpp →nn, one expects large depolarisation or transfer coefficient, especially in the longitudinal direction [5] . The data on the transverse polarisation D nn of charge exchange already show some interesting patterns [6] .
The selectivity of D nn inpp → ΛΛ was emphasised again recently by Alberg et al. [7] . They proposed a variant of the quark model, where thess-pair is not created, but extracted from the polarised sea of the incoming proton. They stated that a depolarisation D nn = −1 can be reached in an "idealised version" of their picture. One could object that in half of the cases, thess pair comes from the antiproton, rather than from the proton. However, in this model, as well as in the data, the reaction takes place in a state of spin triplet, where the proton and antiproton spins are aligned [8] .
An immediate and superficial observation is that a large negative D nn would hardly separate the meson-exchange model of Holinde et al. [4] (and similar models in the literature) from the polarisedss-sea model of Alberg et al. [7] .
The problem is perhaps more serious. A closer look at Ref. [4] shows that the meson-exchange model, though well reproducing the smallness of the spin-singlet fraction F 0 , fails in accounting for the large negative values of the correlation parameter C zz . (This is confirmed, for instance, by the results of LaFrance and Loiseau [9] , while a better C zz is reached in the fit by Timmermans et al. [10] , who also use meson exchange.) One of the quark models of Holinde et al. gives a reasonable agreement for C zz , as does, at least at some angles, the model of Roberts [11] , who uses a different sign convention.
So far, Alberg et al. [7] restricted themselves to a qualitative investigation, and did not elaborate a model inspired by their mechanism where all observables can be computed. One can already say, however, that such a model, as well as any other detailed model, would never produce D nn ≃ −1 in kinematical regions where C zz ≃ −1. The reason is simple. Up to an overall factor of flux and phase-space which can be omitted, the observables of interest are given by [12, 4] 
in terms of appropriate amplitudes a, b, c, d, e, and g. For more details, see, for instance, Refs. [4, 13] . The spin-singlet fraction is given by
and would be F 0 = 1/4 in absence of spin-dependent interaction. A look at Eqs. (1) shows that D nn = −1 would require a = b = e = 0, immediately implying C zz = 0. More precisely, one easily gets from Eq. (1)
so that a large |C zz | forces a small D nn . Hence the conclusion of Ref. [4] that "a measurement of the depolarisation parameter D nn [. . . ] can discriminate between meson-exchange and simple constituent-quark models", and the claim of Ref. [7] that "the measurement of D nn [. . . ] may test dynamical mechanisms invoked to explain the proton-spin puzzle" require that |C zz | is not too large. The data in Fig. 1 show that C zz is close to −1 at some angles and energies. There are, however, uncertainties in these measurements, reflected for instance in values exceeding the unitarity bound |C zz | ≤ 1. Moreover, recent data [14] indicate values of |C zz | smaller than the published values of Ref. [2] , especially above 1.9 GeV/c.
A relation similar to (3) can be written for C xx and D nn , or for C xz and D nn . However, |C xx | and |C xz | are on the average slightly smaller than |C zz |, and thus less constraining on the yet unknown D nn .
Using a transversely-polarised target also gives access to K nn . A large effect seems excluded. For instance, K nn = −1 would require a = c = e = 0, and thus C zz = 0, in conflict with present data.
We also note that the large values of C yy in the forward hemisphere suggest that |b| ∼ |c| ∼ 0 there, implying the vanishing of D xx , D zz , K xx , and K zz . The situation remains more open in the backward hemisphere. Hence looking at ΛΛ production with a longitudinally-polarised target would be worth doing.
Several further investigations remain to be done. In particular, one could make more precise the allowed domain for the observables, in a hypercube [−1, +1] n of n selected spin parameters, which all run a priori between −1 and +1, but are correlated. Years ago, Cohen-Tannoudji and Messiah [15] pointed out these correlations and redundancies, in the very same reactionpp → ΛΛ. They showed that measuring all spins in the final state and checking that the proton is unpolarised would provide an estimate of the unknown polarisation of the incoming antiproton beam. The algebraic relations between the spin observables have been written down in the slightly simpler case of elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering [16] , and the generalisation topp → ΛΛ seems straightforward.
The proposed extension of the PS185 experiment with a polarised target [3] looks very promising. We have for instance pointed out that for the companion reactionspp →pp andpp →nn, the lack of detailed spin measurements makes the phenomenological analysis rather delicate [17] . The foreseen extension of thē pp → ΛΛ experiment will enable cross-checks of the internal consistency of the spin parameters which are measured. The need for improvements is seen in Fig. 1 , for some C ij exceed the allowed domain [−1, +1], and F 0 is sometimes negative. The polarisation P will perhaps be better determined through the analysing power A n (P = A n by symmetry arguments), whose measurement becomes possible with some transverse polarisation of the target. Equalities or inequalities involving K nn , D nn and the C ij can help reducing the errors on each parameter, leading to more reliable physics conclusions. However, at energies and angles where |C zz | turns out to be large, D nn and K nn are necessarily small, and thus cannot provide further tests of the models. For this purpose, the respective merits of longitudinal vs. transverse polarisation of the target should be reconsidered. possible discussions with several colleagues there, in particular E. Klempt. Data are from Ref. [2] .
